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The BAROMETER is a student newspaper for the exchange of ideas 
and information concerning the development and improvement of 
the professional environment at NPS and within the U. S. Navy. 
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of interest to the BAROMETER 
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LCDR Charles P. Gibfried, SC, USN - Student Council Representative to the Dean's Council 
The Dean's Council convenes on a weekly basis to discuss long term issues and 
topics involving the objectives, goals, and future of the Naval Postgraduate School. It 
is composed of the Superintendent, Provost, Deans of Curricula, Programs, and Research, 
Chairman of the Faculty, and the Student Council Representative. 
Provost Clauser moderates the meetings in an informal style to encourage open and 
candid discussions in atmosphere where all viewpoints are considered. While officially 
it is not a decision-making body, it is in the Dean's Council where consensus of ideas 
can be found through the widest spectrum of representative opinion of any other campus 
organization. 
Proposed organizational changes, ideas on new curricula, or modifications to 
existing curricula are considered. It frequently has had the pleasure of hearing pre-
sentations on the results from student theses, faculty research, and the outcome of 
experience tours. The Dean's Council serves as the final forum for the discussion of 
recommendations for promotion and tenure of the members of the faculty. Among the 
current topics of discussion are the relevance of the curricula to a Navy career and the 
directions in which the Postgraduate School might move in the future in this regard. 
The direction may be one in which the entire curricular structure as presently 
composed would cease to exist; to be replaced by another organizational basis, e.g., 
multidisciplined curricula. Or it may be that just minor shifts of emphasis would be 
required to make the present organization more relevant. 
To be sure, the outcome of this discussion within the Dean's Council will be one 
of interest to all students. 
STUDENT OOUNCIL INFORMATION - INTERQUARTER BREAK 
A break after quarters I and III is being considered. One idea is to have exams 
on Friday of the eleventh week and Monday through Wednesday of the twelfth week. This 
would guarantee a four day weekend twice a year and extend the two week break to 
eigh teen days. 
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STUDENT COUNCIL INFORMATION - City of Monterey Marina Loan 
Be advised, this loan is being requested from the Central Welfare and Recreation 
Fund in Washington, not the School fund. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The purpose of the School in even considering trying to arrange the 
loan with the Washington fund was to ensure some guaranteed berths for the School boats. 
The Monterey Marina is a closed corporation and they control berths very carefully. The 
concept in discussing the loan for construction of an addition to the Marina was to 
reserve a portion of that addition for the School sailboats and apply the rental fees 
of all the slips to the repayment of the loan. 
Any possible misconception about the affair which may have resulted from the 
newspaper clipping should be corrected. There was no intention to loan away or give away 
local recreation funds, but simply to aid the sailing program for those who use it here 
at school. 
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS FEATURE 
In this, the second article in our series on campus organizations, we have selected 
two professional societies. The local chapters of both these societies are regular 
chapters, not student sections. however both organizations actively solicit members from 
the student body at NPS. 
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY 
The Monterey Peninsula Chapter of AMS has as its purpose the development and 
dissemination of knowledge of meteorology in all its phases and applications, and the 
advancement of professional ideals. Any person who is interested in meteorology, 
climatology, or a related discipline is eligible for associate membership. The local 
society sponsors seminars. holds an annual banquet, and schedules meetings where topics 
of interest are presented. The chairman is Prof. Kenneth L. Davidson of the Department 
of Meteorology. He may be contacted at ~46-25l6 for more information. 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS 
The AIAA was formed to advance the sciences of aeronautics and astronautics. It 
was formed when the American Rocket Society merged with the Institute for Aerospace 
Sciences in 1963. The Point Lobos section of AIAA is unique in that it is the only AIAA 
section in the United States that has student members as full fledged members of the 
section. Membership in the organization is open to anyone interested in the field. The 
section sponsors the Admiral Moffett Award, given annually at graduation to the year's 
outstanding graduate in the "aeronautics curriculum. Meetings and luncheons are held 
throughout the year and additional information may be obtained from the chairman. 
Dr. Allen E. Fuhs at Ext. 2958. 
